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Research Objectives
The project objective is to provide oil and gas companies operating in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) with
tools necessary to design “inherently safer” offshore facilities that can survive gas explosion incidents
and prevent escalation. This project will enhance and validate the capabilities of the industry-standard
explosion modeling computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software, Flame Acceleration Simulator
(FLACS), to aid in reducing the Health, Safety and Environment (HS&E)-related incidents in the GOM.
The project will improve and adapt the capabilities of FLACS to predict maximum credible event (MCE)
early in the design phase of GOM Ultra-Deepwater (UDW) drilling and production facilities and provide
the information necessary to design facilities to minimize the consequences of explosion incidents.

Approach
The project has been divided into two parallel tracks. The first track is “Administrative and Experimental
Tasks.” In this track, the FLACS Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) onset prediction capability
will be validated for scales and geometries relevant to GOM UDW structures through a series of largescale experiments to provide data for model validation of FLACS. The second track, is the “Anticipated
Congestion Methodology (ACM) Tasks.” This track will focus on the development anticipated congestion
guidance for early design phase GOM offshore drilling and production facilities.

Accomplishments
Preliminary design and validation of CFD (FLACS) tools to predict explosion consequences has
been completed. Analysis of congestion GOM topsides facilities has been conducted. An interactive
database tool has been constructed to catalog provided platforms and other offshore installations. This
database has the capability to count congestion parameters and provide comparisons between as-built
installations.
An initial test rig was designed, and analyses of pipe layout, rig brackets and strength were conducted.
Modifications to the large-scale test facilities were made, and a final rig 180-ft long and with a gross
volume of over 50,000 ft3 has been built in California facility. Large-scale DDT tests to evaluate methane,
ethylene and propane, and evaluate mitigation measures are being conducted.

Future Plans
Large scale DDT testing will continue through the end of the project. The congestion database will
continue to be populated and optimized. CFD evaluations of provided as-built installations will be
conducted.

